



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































　　　fconfirmed prisoners on　death row　is 57　as　of　July　1993
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Meiji　Law　Journal
In　the　public　opinion　poll　in　1989　there　was　a　question　on　the　number　of　violent　crime　and
90．8％of　respondents　replied　that　they　thought　it　had　increased，　but　the　official　statistics
showed　to　the　contrary　that　it　had　decreased．
　　Without　informing　the　relevant　true　facts　and　figures，　it　is　inappropriate　to　use　the
public　pool　for　the　justification　for　the　death　penalty・
　　Facts　on　the　death　penalty　and　excutions　are　not　revealed．
　　In　accordance　with　the　spirit　of　Article　60f　the　International　Covenant　on　Civil　and
Political　Rights　and　the　general　comment　by　the　Human　Rights　Committee，　the　govern－
ment　of　Japan　should　take　all　appropriate　steps　to　abolish　the　death　penalty　in　Japan．
　　What　the　government　should　do　is　not　to　use　the　opinion　poll　for　justification　but　to
inform　the　people　of　the　actual　fact　on　the　death　penalty　so　as　to　create　the　fruitful
discussion　on　the　death　penalty．　In　particular　the　government　should　provide　information
that　the　relationship　and　death　penalty　can　not　be　proved　as　inter－related　as　well　as　the
world　trend　toward　the　abolition　of　the　death　penalty．
　　The　government，　however，　did　not　try　to　do　such　efforts．　There　are　no　follow－up　media
reports　on　the　death　row　prisoner　after　the　death　sentence　is　confirmed．　The　person　whom
aprisoner　on　death　row　can　contact　is　severely　restricted　to　the　relative　or　lawyer．　The
fact　of　an　execution　is　not　revealed　and　there　is　no　official　way，　even　for　the　journalists
or　members　of　the　Diet，　to　confirm　when　and　who　is　executed．
　　Draft　penal　code　can　no　longer　be　an　justification．
　　Although　it　is　not　mentioned　as　a　reason　for　retention　of　the　death　penalty　in　the
government　report，　the　government　of　Japan　sometimes　uses　as　an　justification　the　death
penalty　provision　in　the　draft　Penal　Code　adopted　by　the　Legislative　Council　of　the
Ministry　of　Justice　in　1974．
　　As　almost　20　years　passed，　this　can　no　longer　be　a　basis　for　justification．　Moreover　one
of　the　most　important　member　at　the　Council　was　Dr　DANDO　Shigemitsu，　who　is　now　a
strong　advocate　for　abolition　of　the　death　penalty．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
3．Second　Optional　Protocol　to　the　ICCPR
PIease　refer　to　the　section　1（legal　framework）of　this　report．
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　　4．How　the　trial　of　the　possible　death　sentence　case　goes？
　　The　government　report　said　that“these　guarantees　are　naturally　applied　to　the　trial
where　the　death　penalty　is　to　be　sentenced，　as　stated　in　the　Second　Report．”
　　Four　prisoners　sentencedきo　death　are　acquitted　in　1980’s
　　However　it　should　be　noted　that　in　the　years　1983　to　1989　four　prisoners　who　had　been
sentenced　to　death　were　acquitted　after　they　succeeded　in　obtaining　retrials．
　　Those　acquitted　were　Mr　MENDA　Sakae　in　1983，　Mr　TANIGUCHI　Shigeyoshi　and　Mr
SAITO　Yukio　in　1984，　and　Mr　AKAHORI　Masao　in　1989．　The　government　report　does　not
examine　why　these　cases　have　happened．
　　The　structure　why　these　cases　have　happened
　　Most　of　the　serious　cases，　where　death　sentences　are　anticipated，　are　dealt　with　by　the
nation－appointed　defense　council．　More　over　these　nation－appointed　defense　council　can
only　be　appointed　after　prosecution．　As　a　result　it　is　usual　that　no　defense　council　is
provided　when　most　necessary　period　during　arrest　and　interrogation．　Investigator’s
record　of　oral　statement，　which　is　unfavorable　to　the　suspect，　is　taken　before　the　nation－
apPointed　defense　council　is　provided．
　　Suspects　arrested　for　serious　crimes　are　usually　poor　and　cannot　afford　to　get　the
private　lawyers．　Because　of　the　serious　cases，　the　family　is　also　condemned　by　the　society
and　reluctant　to　get　the　private　lawyers．　Or　most　Of　the　suspects　in　these　cases　does　not
have　their　family　itself　and　can　not　rely　on　them．　Suspects　themselveslare　so　shocked　by
his／her　own　arrest　that　they・often　do　not　object　to　the　linvestigator’s　record．
　　The　nation－appointed　defense　council　usually　may　not　be　working　very　hard　for　the
case．　Since　the　defendant　is　not　knowledgeable　about　law，　s／he　may　leave　it　to　the
defendant　and　his／her　claim　may　not　be　fully　taken　up　in　the　triaL
　　Media　reports　are　sympathetic　to　the　victim　and　sometimes　stir　up　the　reader　for
lmposition　of　the　death　sentence．　The　relatives　of　the　victim　are　present　at　the　court　and
asks　for　death　sentence．
　In　this　circumstance，　the　Justice　can　not　have　the　courage　to　avoid　the　death　senten6e．
When　the　defendant　appeal　for　being　innocent，　this　is　taken　as　an　example　for　not
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self－reflecting，　which　leads　to　the　death　sentence．
　　There　was　a　death　sentence　to　Mr　HARUYAMA　Hiromoto　by　Sapporo　High　Court，
who　appeals　of　his　innocence．　It　says　that“the　accused　is　extremely　wild　and　not　self－
reflecting　as　he　repeated　false　statements　even　regarding　the　situation　of　interrogation
trying　to　escape　from　responsibility　for　his　crim”．
5．On　treatment　of　person　sentenced　to　death　　　　　　　・
　　The　right　of　the　confirmed　persons　sentenced　to　death　is　restricted．
　　If　the　detention　of　prisoner　on　death　row　does　not　constitute　to　be　an　execution　of　a
sentence　and　if　it　is　just　as‘‘a　physical　restraint　needed・for　the　executions”，　it　should　be
prohibited　to　put　some　restriction　on　the　right　of　prisoner　on　death　row．
　　The　government　of　Japan，　however，　may　see　this　as　part　of“execution　of　an　punish－
ment”and　restricted　on　the　right　of　them．
　　Although　the　government　said　in　its　third　report　that“they　are　treated　generally　in　the
same　manner　as　those　under　detention　awaiting　sentence，”this‘‘same　manner”applied
only　to　special　provisions　on　food，clothes　and　bed－making　specified　in　Article　33　and　350f
Prison　Law，　or　to　voluntary　labor　or　hair－cut．
　　In　practice，　an　inmate　sentenced　to　death　is　deprived　of　the　most　important　right　of　the
detainee　to　receive　communications　and　access　to　the　outside　world．　Therefore　they　are
not　allowed　to　make　communications　with　anyone　except　the　very　close　family　and
lawyer．
　　This　practice　is　justified　to　help　them　keep　emothinally　stable．
　　There　are　no　criteria　on　restriction　on　communications．
　　The　government　report　said　that“the　Prison　Law　provides　that　the　warden　of　the
institution　decides　whether　the　persons　sentenced　to　death　receive　visitors　on　a　case　by
case　basis　according　to　the　purpose　of　the　detention．”
　　It　is，　however，　unclear　on　the　criteria　which　the　warden　of　the　institution　uses　when　s／
he　decides．
　　The　government　said　it　may　be　restricted“where　there　is　a　probability　of　obstructing
the　realization　of　the　purpose　of　the　detention　such　as　jeopardizing　the　security　of　the
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custody．”This“jeopardizing　the　security　of　the　custody”is　still　very　vague　and　dose　not
quote　any　concrete　examples　in　the　past．
　　The　contact　is　held　through“plastic　windoW”and　prisoner　can　never　touch　the　visitor．
It　is　obvious　that　this　never　obstructs‘‘physical　restraint　needed　for　the　execution”（5－a）．
　　The　1963　internal　notice　aqainst　the　ICCPR
　　The　right　to　communications　of　persons　sentenced　to　death　was　protected　and　such
communications　are　free　like　other　unconvicted　inmates　until　20　years　ago．
　　It　has　been　restricted“according　to　the　purpose　of　detention”after　1963　when　the
Director　of　the　Correction　Bureau　in　the　Ministry　of　Justice　issued　the　internal　notice．
　　In　practice　it　became　more　strict　after　the　1980’s　when　the　movement　against　the　death
penalty　is　activated．　Documents，　newsletters　and　pamphlets　on　the　abolition　of　the　death
penalty　are　rejectd　to　be　hended　down　to　the　prisoners　on　death　row．
　　For　example，　in　case　of　a　confirmed　death　row　prisoner　Mr　Ajima　who　lost　his　family，
aDetention　House　rejects　the　meetings　and　communication　with　his　adoption　father　and
mother　because　of　probability　of　jeopardizing　the　security　of　the　custody．　Mr　and　Mrs
Ajima　filed　this　case　to　cancel　such　practice．
　　It　is　considered　that　this　practice　blocks　the　contact　with　the　abolitionist　movement　in
the　outside　and　makes　them　unable　to　apply　for　retrial．
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